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In developing his particular heritage of language, John aims to innovate in realising his themes on the
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John collaborates with artists, printmakers, landscape photographers, videographers, musicians and other
poets in multimedia projects, often establishing working relationships that have spanned many years.
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SUNSETS’ SHADES – ROSEBERRY TOPPING
After Thomas Pierson and for Lynne
Even now
Remember.
Take five minutes
For the sunset
When it burns
Into being.
Is it special
For you?
Then soon it
Will be night
And cover for
Secrets
Shared with few
Or one
Only. Odin’s
Broken hill
Made somehow
Complete
Your becoming
Profile
Distinct and
Distinctive
Shows your lineage
Of sandstones
Shot through
With iron
Now

From these vantage
Points
Below the
Summer house of
Childhood memory
Grown wild
With bluebell haze
And heather’s bruise
Of beauty

Quietened
Until only
Last clouds
Still search
For shades of
Ochre and jet.

Then the hour
Of pink, blue wash
Deepening
And burning gold
Setting left bronze
On hillflanks
Fleeting artefact;
Threshold time
Of softness
And some sadness
Longshadow;
Of the blurring
Of the edges
Of things.
It is the time
To watch this
Watercolour sky

But not this night

It could be me
It could be me

Rise again
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No wonder
Gutsy goldfinch
Tease teasel
Fissle
As they flicker
In flight and fight
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